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AmarillasInternet Corporation - Service Charges And Fees 

This document is attached to the Legal Conditions of the Company.

These Service Charges and Fees have the scope of a obligatory agreement between AmarillasInternet 
Corporation and the Independent Affiliate.

Such agreement will be entirely enforced by the rules and clauses described below. Prior to the following 
considerations:

AmarillasInternet Corporation provides the service and benefit of constant improvements and updates 
within each Virtual Office through our Technological System.

By accepting the terms and conditions of the company, each Independent Affiliate agrees to pay a fixed 
monthly maintenance fee of USD 2.50 per month, which will be deducted from the Affiliate’s e-Wallet 
after the (3) third month of being within the system.

This fee allows the development of new technological and administrative applications.

If an Affiliate has a negative balance during 90 consecutive days, an account review fee of US$ 7.50 
will be applied. This fee will be recursive and applied every 90 days if the balance of the eWallet remains 
negative.

Once the revision fee is applied, the independent affiliate will permanently lose access to the list of 
Advertisers available within their Virtual Office and the list will be handled directly by Amarillasinternet 
Corporation.

This fee will not be deducted from any credit card or PayPal account or any other external processor 
of payments associated with the personal accounts of the Affiliates. It will only be deducted from the 
e-Wallet provided by the company.

When receiving commissions within each e-Wallet the fee may be deducted from there.

The deduction of the monthly fee can generate a negative balance reflected on the e-Wallet which may 
cause a partial block of the Virtual Office.

After 12 consecutive months where the balance of the ewallet remains negative the system will closed 
temporarily the affiliate account.

For the reopening of a closed account the member must pay a fee of US $ 100 and leave the balance 
owed at 0.
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Access to the virtual codes for the creations of ads within the portal of AiYellow and the reception of 
commissions are functionalities that can be blocked if the e-Wallet balance is less than zero.

The Affiliate acknowledges and undertakes that the requested information is truthful and that they have 
not previously become an Affiliate.

Important Note: Fees and Charges will be updated on different dates for each product/ service.


